Alternative splicing (AS) regulates gene expression and greatly expands the coding capacity of complex genomes. By regulating which elements of an mRNA transcript are removed or retained, AS produces multiple transcripts from a single gene. Some of these transcripts contain a premature termination codon (PTC) and are targeted for degradation by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD; Kalyna et al., 2012) , whereas others give rise to proteins with various structures and functions. Given that AS has fundamental roles in a wide range of plant growth and development processes (Staiger and Brown, 2013) , it is not surprising that over 60% of multiexonic Arabidopsis thaliana genes are regulated by this mechanism (Marquez et al., 2012) . Several studies indicate that light conditions dramatically affect AS in plants. Shikata et al. (2014) reported that 6.9% of genes in the genome of etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings exhibit AS changes within 1 h of exposure to red light and demonstrated that these changes occurred in a phytochromedependent manner. Petrillo et al. (2014) also reported that light/dark transitions affect the AS of a subset of Arabidopsis genes, but showed that this change was regulated by chloroplast retrograde signaling, which communicates the cell's energy status to the nucleus.
To examine how AS contributes to photomorphogenesis and investigate the mechanism regulating light-modulated AS, Hartmann et al. (2016) compared the transcriptomes of etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings exposed to red, blue, or white light. RNA-sequencing analysis revealed changes in several hundred AS events following a 6-h exposure to at least one of the three light qualities. Although many AS events were altered under all three light conditions, red light triggered fewer AS changes than did blue and white light (see figure) . The authors then examined if the changes in AS affected the proportion of transcripts harboring NMD triggering properties. Strikingly, ~60% of the light-regulated AS events resulted in a reduction of the splicing variant with NMD features and an increase of the putative protein-coding variant. Thus, light exposure appears to boost levels of functional mRNA variants. Based on these findings, the authors propose that light-modulated AS changes are largely regulated by the plant's energy status, and that photoreceptor signaling is a minor regulator of these changes. This work provides exciting clues as to how plants ramp up the production of key proteins during photomorphogenesis. Hartmann et al. (2016) , Figure 1C .]
